Polysoude India
Shri Shanta Durga Niwas,
Plot no. 7,
Shivaji Co-operative Housing Society,
Off Senapati Bapat Marg
Pune-411 016
Tel: +91 20 40035931
Fax: +91 20 40035930

Attn: Mr. A B Kulkarni
Head of Representation/Technical Sales

Subject: Performance Certificate for Orbital welding equipments from M/s. Polysoude S.A.S. at our Balanagar unit, Hyderabad for IGCAR project.

We have purchased the following Orbital welding equipments specially designed & manufactured as per our project requirements consisting of tube to tube, tube to tube sheet, internal bore welding applications.

The Orbital TIG Welding Equipment consists of the following:

Welding head:
TS 2000 fully equipped for our applications (Sr. No. 08138410)
MU 275 “S” adaptable as per our applications (Sr. No. 0813004)
UHP 500 (Sr. No. 0813629)
MW 40-3 (Sr. No. 08132233)
MU IV195 AVC/BL (Sr. No. 08128031)
POLYCAR 60-2 (Sr. No. 0814620)
350 PC power source for all the above welding heads (Sr. No. 0865117)

All the above equipments were commissioned in 2009 at our Balanagar unit by Polysoude successfully.

We have been using the above equipment since then & have completed the entire project without any problems.

The weld quality, finish, radiography tests, etc. have been found excellent.
We are satisfied with the performance & services provided by Polysoude India.

Thanking you

P Sreenivasulu
Sr. Manager – Fabrication
MTAR Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Hyderabad - 500037